
Communication and Language 

This half term children will learn to: 

Listen to and talk about stories to build familiarity and understanding. 

Engage in non-fiction books.  Listen to and talk about selected non-

fiction to develop a deep familiarity with new knowledge and vocabulary. 

Offer explanations for why things might happen, making use of recently 

introduced vocabulary from stories, non-fiction, rhymes and poems when 

appropriate.  Express their ideas and feelings about their experiences 

using full sentences, including use of past, present and future tenses and 

making use of conjunctions, with modelling and support from their teacher. 

 

Personal, Social and Emotional Development 

This half term children will learn to: 

Think about the perspectives of others. Manage their own needs. 

Show understanding of their own feelings and those of others, and 

begin to regulate their behaviour accordingly.  Set and work towards 

simple goals.  Confident to try new activities, Explain the reasons 

for rules Manage own basic hygiene and personal needs. 

 

PSHE 

We follow the ‘Jigsaw’ PSHE scheme to inform our PSHE lessons.  This term 

our focus is: 

Relationships 

 

Physical Development 

Gross Motor 

We follow the ‘Get, Set, PE!’ Scheme to inform our PE lessons.  This half 

term our foci are: 

 

Combine different movements with ease and fluency and use Gymnastic 

equipment.  

Fine Motor 

Develop the foundations of a handwriting style which is fast, 

accurate and efficient. 

Expressive Arts and Design 

This half term children will learn to: 

Music 

We follow the Charanga scheme to inform our Music lessons.  This term our 

focus is: 

Listen attentively, move to and talk about music, expressing their feelings 

and responses. 

R.E 

This half term children will learn about:  

Christianity 

Respect and Tolerance  

 

Summer 1 
This half term we will focus on: 

Into the Woods/ 

Traditional Tales 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each half term we have a growing and changing focus for a week.  

weather, plants and creatures: 

GROWING AND MINIBEASTS 

Mathematics 

We follow the White Rose scheme to inform our Maths lessons.  This half 

term our foci are: 

Number 

Count objects, actions and sounds. 

Subitise. 

Link the number symbol (numeral) with its cardinal number value. 

Count beyond ten. 

Compare numbers. 

Understand the ‘one more than/one less than’ relationship between 

consecutive numbers. 

Automatically recall number bonds for numbers 0–5 and some to 10. 

Shape, Space and Measure 

Select, rotate and manipulate shapes to develop spatial reasoning skills. 

Compose and decompose shapes so that children recognise a shape can have 

other shapes within it, just as numbers can. 

Literacy 

This half term children will learn to: 

Phonics 

 We follow the ‘Read, Write, Inc.’ Phonics scheme to inform our Phonics lessons.  Since starting Reception, the children have met all of the Set 1 

single sounds, Set 1 special friends/digraphs and Set 2 special friends/digraphs.  This half term the children will be streamed, based on their 

most recent phonic assessments.   They will either be focussing on: consolidating Set 1 single sounds, Set 1 special friends/digraphs, Set 2 or Set 

3 special friends/digraphs.  They will continue to learn the correct formation of the letters within these Sets. 
Word reading and comprehension 

Form lower-case and capital letters correctly.  Spell words by identifying the sounds and then writing the sound with letter/s.  Demonstrate 

understanding of what has been read to them by retelling stories and narratives using their own words and recently introduced vocabulary.  Anticipate 

(where appropriate) key events in stories.  Use and understand recently introduced vocabulary during discussions about stories, non- fiction, rhymes 

and poems and during role play.  Read words consistent with their phonic knowledge by sound- blending.  Read aloud simple sentences and books that are 

consistent with their phonic knowledge, including some common exception words. 

Writing 

Write simple phrases and sentences that can be read by others. 

Understanding the World 

This half term children will learn to: 

Explore the natural world around them.  Draw information from a 

simple map.  Know and understand similarities and differences between 

the natural world around them and contrasting environments.  Know and 

understand the important processes and changes in the natural world 

around them, including seasons and changing states of matter.   

 

Technology 

Use the Internet to search for specific items and learn more.  Know how to 

use Purple Mash and Beebots. 

 


